ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
To date all linear ion traps used for atomic'clock applications have been quadrupolar in their rf confining electric field pattern The pseudopotentials for such trapping fields are equivalent to a unifom background pseudo-charge with a consequence that (cold) ion clouds fill the trap with uniform density. Large ion clouds in linear traps have shown excellent short-term frequency, OAT) = 3x10"'/~~, but a large second-order Doppler shift can lead to frequency instabiities. Most of this second order Doppler shift is a consequence of the space charge Coulomb rcpdsion force that results from Cansning ions of like charge in a relatively small volume. These repulsive forces are balanced by the ponderomotive forces generated by ion motion in the rf electric field gradient. To achieve a good signalto-noise ratio in the measured clock resonance in a lamp based clock, large ion clouds of -10' ions in a 65 mm long cloud are required. Most of the motional energy in the cloud is thus stored in the micro-motion to generate the force to balance the space charge. For a typical cloud, buffer gas cooled to 500K, the Doppler shift from rfmiromotion will be about 3 times the s e c u l a r motion contribution to the energy. By contrast, the 12-pole will hold the same number of ions with only 1/3 of the motional energy stored in the micromotion, nearly 10 times less than the quadrupole trap.
In this paper we examine the use of a 12-pole linear trap for clock applications. The pseudopotential well and the rf confining fields are dramatically smaller in the trap interior for higher pole traps and grow rapidly near the trap electtodes. h the absence of space charge interactions, ions can spend most of their trajectory in the field free interior of the trap.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATLIS
We have developed a 12-pole ion trap to investigate the experimental challenges of operating a multi-pole trap for Hg ions as an atomic clock. The 12-pole trap is essentially closed allowing no optical interrogation of the trapped Hg ions within. To carry out optical preparation and interrogation, the ions are Because the ions in a multi-pole d trap can spend very little time in the region of high rf electric fields there is very little R heating and low temperature collisions can be studied.
In this section we develop the theory of large ion clouds in multipole traps by solving the Boltzmn equation which will give the spatial distribution of ions at temperature T held in the pseudo-potential well of the multi-pole trap. This will be a two dimensional density profile appropriate to a long linear trap confQumion where fringing fields near the ends are much shorter than the total trap length.
The pseudo-potentd, V' . , for a particle of charge q and mass m. inside the linear multi-pole is
The number of electrodes comprising the trap is 2, the operating rf frequency is R radians per second, the trap inner radius is rh and the amplitude of the rf voltage applied to each rod is V, /2. m e peak voltage between neighboring trap electrodes is V, ) The radial coordinate, r , We find that n(r) satisfies the second order nonlinearequation
In this equation, n o = 2~m c J / d
is the pseudocharge density of a quadrupole trap with secular frequency 0 , and XD' = k~T/(2rno') is the Debye length for the ion plasma.
To compute the second-order Doppler shift for the ion cloud density distribution we must also know the micro-motion velocity throughout the ion trap. This is given by ( v 2 ) = -o 2 ro 2~2 k -2 r Figure 2 below. The density profile has been normalized to no=2~ornd/$ as previously defined. Notice that the normalized 2"' order Doppler from the micro-motion is less than that of the ion thennal motion throughout most of the interior oE the cloud.
Finally, we compute the total 2"' order Doppler from the micromotion averaged across the ion cloud as -a j n(r)rdr
From this calculation we find the total second order Doppler shift for the trapped ions with density profile n(r)
We can now evaluate this expression numerically for any multipole linear trap with a given total number of ions per unit length and temperature.
We first note that in the limit of small ion clouds at high temperatures with n(Rl/no a 1, Thus, in the linear quadrupole trap with only a small number of non-interacting ions (space charge effects are negligible) Nd = 1. This is a consequence of the equality of the average d a r energy and average micro-motion energy in a harmonic (quadrupole) tmp. As space charge interaction grows larger, N d =N:-' increases. This number is typically 3 for buffer gas cooled H g ion clocks.
The 12-pole, by contrast, begins in the small . cloud limit as = 1/5, already 5 times smaller than the quadrupole. Additionally, because the field-free interior volume of the multipole is much larger than the quadrupole with the same radius R, the low density limit is satisfied with a much larger number of ions. This is illustrated in Figure 3 where the total 2"' Doppler vs ion number is shown for the 65mm quadrupole we have used for Hg clock work and the 25 cm long 12-pole trap currently under development. In both traps the ions are at 700K as the number is varied. The point to emphasize here is that changes in ion number in the 12-pole trap influence the total 2d Doppler shift more than 10 times less than the same change in the quadrupole trap
INITIAL RESULTS WITH A 12-POLE TRAP
We have built a 12-pole trap in the configuration shown in Figure 1 . Ions have been successfully shuttled back into the quadnrpale where fluorescence measurtments show that none of the ions were lost in transport across the junction between the two mps. This also demonstrates that none were lost from the 12 pole trap. This is important because the well depth of the 12-pole is around 0.3 eV as compared to the 3+ eV well depth of the linear quadrupole trap.
The fluorescence sequence as the ions are loaded into the quadrupole trap and then moved into the 12-pole trap and then back to the quadrupole is shown in Figure 4 . 
